
 

Our town needs a new mall! The nearby forest is filled with monsters and adventures, and a myriad of 
heroes have come here to make a name for themselves. We need to capitalise on this and create a big and 

friendly space where heroes can spend hours, and gold, searching for the best equipment. The space is 
already designated, the only thing missing is the plans. So the mayor tasked us, the best builders in town, to 
make a mockup of a new mall, specifically designed for this surge of heroes. The person that does the best 

job will take up the contract, so let’s not waste any more time and start building our malls!

Overview 
Mall for Heroes is a fast paced drafting and card placement game, for 2 to 5 players that lasts about 20 
minutes. Each round you will take new Shops, growing your Mall and trying to combine their scoring abilities 
the best you can. The Heroes will help achieve your goals and the Wizards will enhance your Mall, but be 
mindful of the lurking Monsters! You will play one round per player, and at the end of the game you will score 
each Shop and declare a winner!

Mall for Heroes
by Alexandros Kapidakis
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Components

— 4 Monsters

Rule

— 60 Shops

Gardens

Type

Scoring

— 5 Entrances

Gardens

Gardens’ Scoring

— 6 Wizards - Wizard’s Tower

Condition

Wizard’s Tower

Wizard

— 5 Heroes

Ability



 

Setup 
1. Each player takes an Entrance. Make sure you have enough space for you mall! 

2. Remove Shops according to the number of players. In a 2 or 3-player game remove all Shops marked with                   

 and       . In a 4-player game remove all Shops marked with        , and in a 5-player game don’t remove 

any Shops. Return to the game box any removed Shops.  

3. Shuffle all kept Shops in a face down deck and place it in the middle of the table. 

4. Give to each player a Hero at random, and return any left to the game box. 

5. At random, place 1 Wizard per player plus one, above the Shops’ deck, on their Wizard side. 

6. Take 1 random Monster, and place it at your preferred side, next to the Shops’ deck. 

7. The player who last visited a mall will begin the game.
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Gameplay  
You will play one round per player (except in a 2-player game, where you will play 3 rounds).  
At the beginning of each round, the 1st player will draw 12 Shops and place them in 4x3 grid, in the middle of 
the table. Then, they will take any one Shop, as long as it has at least one free corner. 

When you take a Shop, you must place it immediately in your mall. It must be placed orthogonally adjacent 
to any other Shop or your Entrance. All Shops must have the same orientation, facing you.  

Keep taking and placing Shops, in clockwise order, until all 12 Shops have been drafted. Repeat this exact 
process for every round. In each new round, the 1st player will be the next player in turn order, so all players 
will have the chance to choose first!

   Example

1. It’s Joan’s turn. These four Shops are 
available for her. She chooses to take 
the Potion’s Shop.

2. She must 
place it in her 
mall, and she 
chooses to put 
it right here.

3. Now, it’s the next player’s turn!
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End scoring  
You will play 3 rounds for two players, 3 rounds for three players, 4 rounds for four players and 5 rounds for 5 
players. When the game ends, each player will have placed 12 Shops (18 Shops in a 2-player game) plus any 
Wizard’s Towers they might have gained.  
Score each Shop separately and according to their scoring ability. Also add the score from each completed 
Garden (4 parts) you have, according to your Entrance’s ability, and any score from your won Wizard’s 
Towers. Lastly, subtract points if you failed to meet the Monster’s rule. 
The player with the highest score wins! Congratulation, you will now get to make the actual mall! In case of a 
tie, the player with the most completed Gardens, among those tied, will be the winner. In case of a further tie, 
the player with the most won Wizard’s Towers, among those tied, will be the winner. 

Wizards  
The idiosyncratic Wizards can be swayed to join your Mall but are available to all players! As soon as you meet 
their condition (3 specific Shops in a specific pattern) immediately take the card, flip it to its Wizard’s Tower 
side, and place it on your Mall, following the normal placement rules. You can complete multiple Wizards in the 
same turn, and you can meet their condition in any orientation you want. All Wizard’s Tower have Gardens and 
a new scoring, but they don’t count as another type of Shop.

Heroes  
The brave Heroes will allow you to change the rules of the game in a unique way. Each Hero gives a special 
ability that can be used throughout the game, but only during your own turn. To mark that you used the ability, 
simply turn the Hero’s card sideways, and refresh it at the end of the round.

Monsters  
Monsters will try to mess with your plans and destroy everything they can! In each game one different Monster 
will be active, and its rule will affect all players. At the end of the game, each player will determine individually 
if they satisfied the rule, or if they will have to lose points. 

Congratulations, you are the only candidate for building our town's new Mall! Unfortunately that doesn't mean 
you will get the job automatically... The mayor has specific requirements for the new Mall that you must 
satisfy and, at the same time, still build the best Mall you can. You have to present two different layouts, and 
at same time overcome any difficulties you might encounter. Are you up for the challenge?

Solo mode

The solo mode of the base game is in essence a 3-player game. You have to make two completely separate 
Malls. Both of them must follow a specific challenge, and at the end of the game you final score will be the 
lowest of total of the two Malls. The 3rd player is a bot that gathers Shops. In this mode you will not use the 
Monsters and the Wizards. 

Setup: Setup a normal 3-player game, but without the Monsters and the Wizards. Also, don’t give an 
Entrance to the bot player. Take all 12 Shops marked with       and all 12 Shops marked with       , and make 
a face down deck with them. This will be the bot’s deck.  
Bot’s turn: In each round, the bot will always take the first turn. Reveal the first card from the bot’s deck. 
Find the first available Shop of that type (going from top to bottom and from left to right), following the 
normal drafting rules. The bot will take that Shop to its Mall. You don’t have to place its Shops, simply have 
them all visible. If there isn’t any Shop of that type available, draw a new card. If the deck is ever depleted, 
simply shuffle the discards and create a new deck. 
End scoring: After 3 rounds, the game ends. Score each of your two Malls separately. Your final score is the 
lowest sum between the two Malls. 

Challenge for each Mall: 
Level 1: Complete at least 2 gardens of a single color (  ). Target score: 50+ points. 
Level 2: Have at most four different types of Shops (discard excesses). Target score: 50+ points. 
Level 3: Don’t complete any garden. Gain 6 points per completely empty area (    ). Target score: 45+ points. 
Level 4: Have at least two Shops of each type. Target score: 50+ points. 
Level 5: Complete at least 6 gardens. Target score: 55+ points. 
Level 6: Use two random Monsters as a challenge. Target score: 55+ points.
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Glossary 

: Earn 1 point for every Blacksmith you have, anywhere in your Mall. These 
Shops are only used for 5-player games.

: Earn 2 points for every orthogonally adjacent Tavern.

: Earn 3 points if this Shop is orthogonally surrounded by other Shops or 
your Entrance. These Shops are only used for 5-player games.

: Earn 2 points per completed Garden of single color that the player to your right 
has completed.

: Earn 2 points for each extra Pub, the player on your left, has more than you.

: Earn 1 point for every Blacksmith or Tavern you have in the same column  
as this Shop.

: Earn 3 points if this Shop doesn’t have any Pubs orthogonally adjacent 
to it.

: Earn 6 points if you have at least 2 Potions and at least 2 Blacksmiths anywhere  
in your Mall.

: Earn 3 points if you have more Libraries than Potions in your Mall.

: You will earn 2/4/6 points for every completed Garden you have, depending on 
how many different colors appear in that Garden. For example, if you made a 
Garden with two different colors it will be worth 4 points.

: Earn 1 point for every Blacksmith or Potion you have in the same row  
as this Shop.

: Earn 5 points if you have at least 3 Taverns anywhere in your Mall.

PotionsPub Tavern LibraryBlacksmith

: Earn 1 point per Fountain you have, anywhere in your Mall, including this one.

: Earn 6 points if you have the most Libraries in your Mall, compared to the other 
players. In case of a tie for most with another player, earn 3 points instead.

Fountain
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